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intensity leads to a bias in the brightness analysis. We correct for the bias by
including bleaching into brightness analysis. Experiments on E. coli expressing
1xEGFP and 2xEGFP demonstrate that quantitative brightness analysis of pro-
karyotic cells is feasible. This work is supported by NIH Grant GM064589.
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Characterization of Cytoplasmic / Membrane-Bound Protein Mixtures by
Z-Scan Fluorescence Fluctuation Spectroscopy
Elizabeth M. Smith, Patrick J. Macdonald, Yan Chen, Joseph P. Albanesi,
Joachim D. Mueller.
Fluorescence fluctuation spectroscopy (FFS) has been employed to quantify the
stoichiometry of soluble proteins in cells. However, some proteins have both
soluble (cytoplasmic) and membrane-bound fractions. In such conditions, co-
excitation of the membrane-bound and cytoplasmic proteins makes standard
FFS unsuitable. In this work, we apply z-scan FFS to characterize the intensity
profile of proteins with both a cytoplasmic and membrane-bound population.
Analysis of the intensity profile determines unequivocally the intensity contri-
butions from each membrane layer and the cytoplasm, as well as, the length of
cytoplasm layer. Experimentally, we choose Matrix-EGFP (the MA domain of
HTLV-1 Gag) as our model system and apply a dual color z-scan technique.
Cells are cotransfected with Matrix-EGFP and mCherry and their emitted sig-
nal is split into two different detection channels based on color. Simultaneous
fitting of both channels with separate model geometries aids in correct determi-
nation of parameters. The use of the dual color technique is possible because we
demonstrate a co-localization of the observation volume and agreement in the
point spread function shape factors for both the red and green channels. We ex-
tend our work by applying z-scan FFS to determine the brightness (stoichiom-
etry) of the cytoplasmic protein fraction. Yet determining the brightness of the
membrane-bound protein is significantly more challenging because of slower
diffusion times, inhomogeneity in protein distribution, and possible brightness
bias due to geometry and orientation effects. Here, we investigate the potential
of z-scan FFS to address these factors and measure the unbiased brightness of
membrane proteins. This study provides insight into the fundamental consider-
ations for correct application of FFS in the study of proteins with both cytoplas-
mic and membrane-bound fractions. This work is supported by NIH grant
GM064589 and NIH grant GM075401.
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CFTR Modulates Orai1 Dynamics
Asmahan AbuArish, Haouaria Balghi, Tal Arane, Paul Wiseman,
John Hanrahan.
Calcium signaling regulates many cellular processes and is upregulated in cys-
tic fibrosis (CF) epithelial cells. Agonists stimulate Ca2þ release from ER stores
and trigger the formation of a complex between the plasma membrane (PM)
Ca2þ channel Orai1 and stromal interaction molecule 1 (STIM1), a primarily
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) resident protein which senses Ca2þ store deple-
tion. We studied Orai1-STIM1 complex formation in CFBE epithelial cells ex-
pressing either wild-type CFTR (cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance
regulator) or the most common disease-causing mutant DF508-CFTR, using
temporal image cross-correlation spectroscopy (TICCS). Under control condi-
tions, STIM1 exhibited diffusion (DSTIM1=5.850.6 mm2/s) and flow at the PM
and ER, respectively, whereas Orai1 exhibited only diffusion at the PM
(DOrai1=6.352.0 mm2/s). Cross-correlation revealed no interaction between
them before depletion of the Ca2þ stores, and their transport was similar in cells
expressing wt-CFTR or DF508-CFTR. Upon Ca2þ store depletion, STIM1 in-
teracted with Orai1 significantly and both proteins displayed diffusion and
flow. The diffusion coefficients of both proteins were significantly reduced
(DSTIM1=2.050.2 mm2/s, DOrai1=4.150.3 mm2/s, DCC= 4.050.3 mm2/s), and
molecular immobility was significantly increased. Orai1 molecular density
was also increased dramatically upon stimulation, consistent with the insertion
of Orai1 channels into the membrane. Importantly, this molecular density of
Orai1 at the PM was significantly increased in DF508-CFTR expressing cells
(N=3054 mm�2) compared to those expressing wt-CFTR (N=2154 mm�2).
We propose a mechanism in which the insertion of Orai1 into the PM during
depletion of Ca2þ stores is facilitated by its flow with STIM1 on the ER, and
is modulated by wt-CFTR in the PM.
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Nanometer Scale Fluorescence Imaging of Single Microvilli
Luca Lanzano, Peter Fwu, Michelle Digman, Hector Giral, Moshe Levi,
Enrico Gratton.
Brush border microvilli (MV) are highly specialized finger-like protrusions em-
anating from the apical surfaces of certain types of epithelial cells. In the kidney
proximal tubule they provide an increase in the surface area for the absorption
of nutrients. Renal tubular reabsorption of inorganic phosphate (Pi) occurs via
the sodium gradient-dependent Pi (NaPi) cotransport proteins localized in the
MV membrane. The localization and the regulation of the NaPi transporters
on the MV are related to a set of specific protein-protein interactions. These in-
clude interaction with the PDZ proteins, a family of proteins generally acting as
scaffolders of subcellular structures, and mediating the interaction with the
actin-based MV cytoskeleton.
Here we use the Modulation Tracking (MT) optical method to image small pro-
trusions in live cells and apply it to the study of MV in live cultured proximal
tubule cells. MV are several microns long with a lateral size of the order of
100nm, and are mobile. We image them by using the MT feedback-based scan-
ning algorithm that, generating a light envelope around the MV, provides high-
resolution 3D images of the moving MV in real time. We observe the distribu-
tion and dynamics of different proteins within the MV and discuss the implica-
tions for their functionality.
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Flim of Physiological Free CU(II) in Living Cells with a Protein-Based
Biosensor
Bryan J. McCranor, Hui-Hui Zeng, Henryk Szmacinski, Carol A. Fierke,
Joseph R. Lakowicz, Richard B. Thompson.
Recently, the biology of copper ion has excited substantial interest not only in
the biomedical field but in oceanography and the environment as well. Rae, et
al., famously predicted (Science 284, 805 (1999))that ordinarily no free copper
ion would be found in resting cells based on the femtomolar affinity of a yeast
copper chaperone. We have developed a biosensor that employs variants of hu-
man carbonic anhydrase II (CA II) with very high affinity and selectivity to
quantitate free Cu(II) by changes in fluorescence lifetime. Using a mem-
brane-penetrant CA II variant with much higher selectivity for Cu(II) over

Zn (II) than wild type, we measured free Cu(II)
levels by confocal fluorescence lifetime imaging
microscopy in resting PC-12 cells in vitro. We
found that the indicator system could be success-
fully calibrated in the cell, and that the resting level
was very low, near the detection limit of ~10 fem-
tomolar. The implications of the findings are dis-
cussed. The authors thank NIH for support
(RO1- EB003924-05 [RBT, CAF, HHZ, and
BJM] and RC1-GM091081-01 [JRL, HS, and
RBT]) and ISS (Champaign, IL) for the use of
the Alba confocal FLIM.
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Mapping Diffusion Coefficients of Fluorescent Dyes in Cardiomyocytes
Ardo Illaste, Martin Laasmaa, Pearu Peterson, Rikke Birkedal,
Marko Vendelin.
Intracellular compartmentation and macromolecular crowding affect numerous
processes in the cell. Local concentrations of metabolites and available path-
ways control metabolic regulation. In cells with highly organized internal struc-
ture, such as mammalian cardiomyocytes, ATP and ADP experience
considerable restrictions to diffusion. This has been verified by numerous indi-
rect methods, but the intracellular structures responsible for these restrictions is
unclear. Our aim was to determine the location and extent of these diffusion
restrictions. We have employed a combination of experimental and mathemat-
ical approaches to analyze the movement of molecules in the cell. Diffusion co-
efficients were estimated by raster image correlation spectroscopy (RICS).
With our custom built confocal microscope and control software, we have
been able to measure regional diffusion coefficients in rat and mouse cardio-
myocytes taking into account anisotropy of media. As verification of the
method, we see a sharp change of the diffusion coefficient on the border of
the cell. In order to extend the longevity of the cell and thereby increase the
time available for data acquisition, we used microinjection instead of permea-
bilization for getting fluorescently labeled molecules into the cell. Our new ex-
perimental approach has allowed us to increase the resolution of the method to
sub-micrometer range and decrease uncertainty of results approximately 3
times. Additionally, we have compiled a stochastic computational model to
study the effect of regularly spaced barriers on diffusion and RICS measure-
ments. Modelling results agree with our conclusions from experiments. We
found that average diffusion coefficient in rat cardiomyocytes was ~2 (longitu-
dinal) and ~3.5 (transverse) times smaller than the estimated diffusion coeffi-
cient in the surrounding solution. This relatively small effect on diffusion
coefficients implies that movement of smaller molecules is restricted mostly
by regional diffusion barriers and not by macromolecular crowding in the
cell.
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